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FILM
From the Nov 16 – Nov 22, 2000 issue

Mass Murder
The Banal Evil of Adolf Eichmann
By Bruce Reid

The Specialist
dir. Eyal Sivan
Opens Thurs. Nov 16 at the Little Theatre.

THE 1961 TRIAL of Nazi war criminal Adolf Eichmann has already had its apotheosis as transformed
art; Hannah Arendt's Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil remains one of the
great books... well, ever. Eyal Sivan's film, The Specialist, which accords the credit of "inspired by" to
Arendt's remarkable document, can't hope to surpass her achievement. Instead, it highlights the
theatrical elements of the trial, offering a self-conscious counterpoint to Arendt's portrait of utterly
non-self-reflexive evil.
Culled from more than 500 hours of video footage shot by American documentarian Leo T. Hurwitz,
Israel's decision to prosecute Eichmann the way it did amounted essentially to a show trial, and it was
accordingly decided to document the proceedings as thoroughly as possible), The Specialist helpfully
collapses the eight-month trial into a two-hour film. There are some intrusive digitalized effects, and I
think the aggressive, guitar-feedback-soaked score is an ahistorical misstep, but first and foremost the
film succeeds because it has no greater goal than introducing you to Adolf Eichmann, mass murderer.
Ostensibly for his own protection, Eichmann spent the entire trial contained in a cube of bulletproof
glass, ever watched over by two guards. Slender, balding, and sharp-nosed, constantly poring over the
stacks of documents gathered about him, still snapping to attention whenever he's called upon to
speak, the man responsible for coordinating transports of Jews to the death camps sits with an
indifferent smirk as his crimes are tallied. Petty even in his meticulousness (we see a diagram he
draws up of Nazi hierarchy; it could have been taken from some dreadfully boring book, with perfectly
straight lines threading between its pedantically itemized boxes), Eichmann seems too much the
stiff-necked fusspot to have many friends, yet it's easy to imagine him tending to a garden or a small,
yapping dog with exasperated devotion. As Arendt realized, and as this flawed but essential document
confirms, it is precisely his mediocre nonentity that is so terrifying: Longing to stare down a monster,
we find only a pathetic, pencil-pushing bureaucrat. Which is even worse.
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